Gates & Barriers

- Dock Impact Barrier™
- Dock Impact Barrier - LC™
- Work Safe Gate™
APS Resource can provide your facility with a Dock Impact Barrier or a Work Safe Gate to enhance the safety of your facility. Our easy to use Gates and Barriers help you comply with industrial safety standards.

**Dock Impact Barrier**

The Dock Impact Barrier can reduce the occurrence of accidents due to forklift, pallet jack or pedestrians falling off the dock when the door is open.

**Features:**
- Stops a 10,000 lb. gross load at 4 mph
- 42” top rail meets OSHA standard for withstanding 200 lbs. of force from any direction
- High visibility yellow
- Protects overhead doors & tracks
- Sizes to fit: 6’ Door, 7’ Door, 8’ Door, 9’ Door and 10’ Door

**Dock Impact Barrier - LC**

While still meeting limited overhead clearance requirements, the Dock Impact Barrier - LC can reduce the occurrence of accidents due to forklift, pallet jack or pedestrians falling off the dock when the door is open.

**Features:**
- Stops a 10,000 lb. gross load at 4 mph
- 42” top rail meets OSHA standard for withstanding 200 lbs. of force from any direction
- High visibility yellow with safety striping on the rails
- Protects overhead doors & tracks
- Overhead clearance reduced by 30”
- Sizes to fit: 8’ Door, 9’ Door and 10’ Door

**Work Safe Gate**

The Work Safe Gate provides excellent visual protection for personnel. The easy to operate gate lifts effortlessly out of the opening for complete access.

**Features:**
- 42” top rail meets OSHA standard for withstanding 200 lbs. of force from any direction
- High visibility yellow with safety striping on the rails
- Safety latch mechanism securely keeps gate closed and can be locked-out with padlock
- Easy operation; no electrical requirements
- Available in 6’, 7’, 8’, 9’ and 10’ sizes